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(September 1963-February 1964) and the University of Florida 
Gainesville (August I. 96iG-March 1967). Since November 1967 he was 
.- while remaining aprofessor in Amsterdam - a pa 
search professor at the University of Florida. The p IF!&1 
-March 1,972 he spent at the University of South 
2. De Grocr t had a keen interest in the whole of mathematics. 
his scientific work (especially in the latter part of his life) was mainly 
concerned with the broad area of general topology, he also published 
several papers outside this field (some on analysis, quite a number on 
algebra, especially group theory, and a few touching upon geometry and 
graph theory). De Groot also kept a lively interest in philosophical quep 
tions related to the sciences. This becomes apparent e. . from his paper 
[ i8] * (“The creative power of the mathematician”), his inaugural ad- 
dress at the University of Amsterdam [ 261 (“Time under mathematical 
aspect”) and from his address to the Royal Dutch Academy of Sciences 
[84) (“Other models for space and time”‘). 
We now discuss ome of the principal points in the mathematical 
work of De Groot. His productive mathematical life can (rotighly) be 
divided ini. two periods, a first (and longer) one (I) which is devoted 
mainly to the study of diverse - but often interconnected g problems, 
and a second one (II) in which the creation of new (topological) theories 
comes into prominence. 
I 
The papers discussed in sections 2.1-2.6 are all on topols 
discussed in section 2.7 belong to the field of algebra. 
2.1. In his thesis [7], e Groat considered several interconnected pre 
blems concernin compactification of top010 Cal spaces, extension of 
mappings and ( asi-)connectivity. 
One of the main theorems he obtained is the followin 
* The following system of references is used th out this ar ticb. PuMOcatisn 
De Groot - of which a list is added - are referred 
square brackets. Also added is a list of theses prepared under his s 
to by means of reman numbers. All additional references are refer 
prefixed by an R. 
Among the sepuruble metrizable spaces the semi-compact (= rim-com- 
cd) ones are identical with those spaces which ctan be compclctified to 
c space by adjoining a zero-dimensional set. 
result (interesting in itself) has led to a very challenging (still un- 
solved) problem which has been investigated by several mathematicians; 
c rts [IX]) Isbell [ R13] (research problem D), Smirnov [ Ii28, R29] 
a e Groat and Nishiura [ 651. 
In order to formulate this problem, we need the following termino- 
logy. If Y is a comgactification of X, then Y\X is called the remain&r 
cf X in Y. The compactness deficiency def X of a space X is the least 
nu&mber n such that X has a compactification Y with the prope: ty that 
the dimension of the remainder of X in Y equals n. Next, the compact- 
ness degree, cmp X, of a space X is defined inductively as follows: cmp X 
= - 1 if and only if X is compact; cmp X < n + 1 if each point has ar- 
bitrarily small neighborhoods U such that the boundary B of U satisfies 
cmpB<n. 
It can be proved that cmp X < def X. De Groot conjectured that 
cmp X = def X; this is the problem we referred to above (cf. also [ 57 ]). 
Since the rim-compact spaces clearly are those spaces for which 
cmp X < 0, the theorem of De Croot which was stated above can be 
formulated as follows: 
For separable metrizable spaces X, def X = 0 * cmp X = 0. 
(As Isbell observes, there is little point to going beyond separable 
metrizable spaces until more is known). 
The line of attack to the problem seems to be to find internal, necessary 
and sufficient conditions for def X < n. Such conditions have been given 
by Aarts [IX] and Smimov [ R28, R29]; their respective characterizations 
are of a completely different nature, however. 
In the considerations in De Groot’s thesis concerning further questions 
about the compactification of topological spaces, an important role is 
played by the space of quasi-components of the given space. Among 
other things, he proved the following extension theorem: 
Let R be a separable metrizable space. Let A U B and A’ U B’ be corn- 
pact subsets of R such that A and A’ are homeomorphic. Let further- 
more B c ,& B’ c p, and suppose that B and B’ are zero-dimensional. 
Then the $ollowing holds true: If the space of quasi-components of A is 
compact, and if for every neighborhood U (in A) of a point b s B there 
& one and only one quaskcomponent of U which has b as un accumulu- 
oint, then every horneomorphism from A onto .A’ can be extended 
omeomorphism of A U B onto A’ U B’. 
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33xtension of meomorphisms (this time to corltinuous mappings) 
also occurs in thtl following definition: 
A separable metrizable space M is called ideally compactifiable if there 
exists a zero-dimensional set N such that M = M u IV is a compactum, 
while it is required that N is maximal in the following sense: if/V’ is any 
other zer+dimensional compactifying set, then every autohomeomor- 
phism of M can be extended to a continuous map from M u N onto 
M w N’. Ia follows that N is uniquely determined by M (up to homeo- 
morphism). The points of N are called endpoints (after H. Freudenthal). 
De Groat then proves the following theorem: 
PC ideally i: ompac:ifiable separable met&able spaces are identical 
with those semi-compact separable met&able spaces which possess a 
compact space of qsiasi-componen ts. 
As observed by De Groat, some of these latter results are closely re- 
lated to the “Endentheorie”’ &f Freudentha!. 
In this connection it should be mentioned that his contacts with 
Freudenthal at that time were of great value to De Groat. 
Some of the investigations discussed above were taken up again later. 
See e.g. [55] and 1691. 
2.2. Although De Groot liked both dimension theory and metrization 
theory very much, in his entire production only relatively few publica- 
tions belong to these fields. 
We first mention the two papers [42] and [34]. A metric p in a set 
X is called non-archimedian if it satisfies the strong triangle inequality 
p(x, z) < max { p(x, y), p(y, z)). A topological space is called non-archi- 
medianly metrizable if its topology is generated by some non-aruhimedian 
metric. It then is proved that: 
A metrizable space X is non-archimedianly .metrizable if and only 
ifdimX=O. 
A locally non-archimedianby metrizable T2 -space is non-arch i me- 
dianly metrizable if and only if it is paracompact. 
As observed in the remark which was added in proof to [42 ! both 
these theorems may be obtained from results of Ka.tetov [RI 7 1 and of 
Morita [ RP9]. (Moreover, Nagata [ R20, R2 I I obtained far-reaching e- 
neralizatioys of the results in [ 341). In a certain sense things lib 3: this 
were rather typical for De Groat: He got very good ideas com@etely on 
his own and worked on them because they interested him; in s~dch a case 
he sometiml:s did not spend much time checking the literature :which 
moreover in some instances was not readily available to ml), : 3 once in 
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a while it turned out later that he had been anticipated. 
Secon3!;1 we mention his result in [45]. Starting from a (rather com- 
plicated) result of Nagata [ R20, R21] (which, however, applies to ail 
metric spaces), De Groot proved the following theorem for the case of 
separable metrizable spaces: 
A topological space II is a separable met&able space of dimension G n 
if and only if one can introduce a to tally bounded metric p iti M satisfying 
the following condition l for every n + 3 points x, yl, y2, . . . , yn+2 in M there 
is a triplet of indices i, j, k such that i # j and p@i, ui, G p(.., yk). (See 
also [49].) 
Apparently it is still an unsolved problem whether or not one can re- 
move the condition of total-boundedness, thus making this theorem ap- 
plicable to general metric spaces. Cf. also Nagata [R22] for a related 
theorem, which indeed applies to arbitrary metric spaces. 
2.3. In [30,40], Dekker and De Groot proved the following interesting 
and amazing theorem about the decomposition of the 2-sphere S (c de- 
notes the cardinal of R, and IM I denotes the cardinal of aily qet M): 
It is prisaible to decompose S into mutually disjht non-empty sets 
A, (m E M, 1 < 1 M 1 < c ) suck that any given famib) of isometry rela- 
tions 
is satisfied. 
Thus they generalized atheorem of Robinson [RX] and Adams [R3], 
where only finite decompositions are considered. In order to establish a 
proof, Dekker and De Groot showed the existence of a free (non-abelian) 
subgroup with c generators of the group of ccngruent (distance preserv- 
ing mappings of S onto itself (see section 2.7 below); next they were able 
to use the basic ideas of Robinsons’s proof. They also gave several conse- 
quences of their result. 
In his thesis [II], Dekker continued these investigations; ee also [ R7]. 
Algebraic tools are used throughout his work too. 
2.4. In his interesting and important paper [53], ,De Gr’oot investigated 
questions related to the following general problem: 
If G is a given group, can one find a (satisfactory) topological space T 
such that the autohomeomorphism group of T is isomorphic to G? 
Qne of his fundamental results is the following theorem: 
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thsy gmq3 is isomorphic to the autohomeomorphism group of some 
connected, loca@y connected complete metric space of any preassigned 
dimension 3 1, and also to the autohomeom~rphkn group of a compact 
connected Hausdorff space. 
I3 U&Q the theory of rings of continuous functions of Gelfand and 
Kolmogorov he was able to prove the following purely algebraic orollary 
(s;ee also [Xl): 
Every group is the automorphism group of some commutative ring. 
Another theorem of this type which is proved is for instance: 
Every group may be the automorphism group of a graph. 
On the other hand, a group is not, in general, the auto(homeo)mor- 
phism group of a group or of a zero-dimensional Hausdorff space. A con- 
tinuation of these investigations, especially for zero-dimensional spaces, 
is to be found in [60]. 
In [53] (and also in [60]) an important role is played by the notion 
of rigidity (both for topological cpaces and for algebraic structures). 
Here, e.g. a topological space is called rigid if its autohomeomorphism 
group reduces to the identity. Rigid spaces were introduced in [SO]. 
In its turn, the results on rigidity are obtained by using the concept 
of a displacement. Let N be a set and let S c N. A functionf : S -+ N is 
called a displacement of order 111 (where 111 isa cardinal number) if nt is 
the maximal cardinal for which ihere exists a subset V of N such that 
(V (1 S) 61 ,fl V n S] = (;I) and i$E V n S] I = m . If moreover IV is a topolo- 
gical space, then f is called a continuous displacement if _j’ is continuous 
and at the same time a displacement of order c (where again c denotes 
the cardinal of the reals). 
Just to give an idea of the type of r esults obtained in studying rigid 
spaces, we quote the following theorem: 
Let/M be a separable complete me tric space, with IM I = c . Then there 
exists a family IF,) of 2 ’ subsets Fr c M satisfying the relations 
such that no F7 admits any continuous displacement into itself or into 
another F,,~, Moreover, if (Kp} is a family of c subsets of M, each of 
power c, then for every p& fl, y we may require 
IF, n Kpl = c and cl(M\F,) n K,J = . 
rom this theorem, for instance the following results are derived: There 
exists a falmily { Fr 1 of 2” zero-dimensional subsets of the real line such 
that no Fr can be mapped locally topologically into or continuously orto 
itself or airy other Fr l. ( f Fr Js mapped into itself, trivial maps must be 
excluded). Also, there exists a family of 2’ one-dimensional, connected 
and locally connected subsets of the plane with the same property. Fin- 
ally’; in [ 7 I] from the quoted theorem it is derived tlhat here ,exists a 
family :Jslf 2’ rigid zero-dimension&l compact ordered spaces, each of 
weight c and of power c . 
2.5. Through his work (with McD:>well) on the simultaneous extension 
of mappings on metric spaces (cf. [Xl), De Groot became interested in 
metH&s to obtain nicer descriptions of such mappings by means of a 
modified represtntation of the space. Thus, in [ 541 he -proved the. fol- 
lowing thel,rem: 
If G is a Zocally compact topologkaZgroup with a countable base, and 
G acts as a topological transjkmation group on a metric space M, the 
metric in M can be replaced by an equivalent one with the resu?t that 
every g E G becomes uniformly continuous v’n M. 
An immediate consequence of this theorem is of course the following 
result: 
If G is as above, then the mappings g E G can be simultaneously ex- 
tended to a completion g of M. 
The next question which De Groat posed was the following: 
Given again a topological transformation group (G, M), is it possible 
to embed M into a linear topological space L in such a way that the map- 
pings g E G become (restrictions to M of) lirfear alutohomeamorphisms 
of L? More exactly: Do there exist a linear space L, a topological em- 
bedding T ; M + L and an (algebraic) isomorphism <B of G into the group 
of all linear autohomeomorphisms of L, such that the diagram 
commutes for every g E G? 
In [56] he, together with Copeland Jr., tackled this problem under the 
restrictions that M is separable and G is cyclic. It is shown that then the 
answer is positive, and that for L one may ta.ke a separable Hilbert splace 
H. In fact: 
There exists a unive;rsal linear au tohomeomorphism A of !Y such that 
for any separable metric space M and any autohomeomorphism 
there exists a topological embedding T : Stdidi! t =: 
Ij% ak&&w~ &IM is of ficfte dimension ri , md G is a finite cyclic group 
of prime order pP then, C&S shown in 1561, .L can be r&ikn ~~3’ the z;;~c!~&c~ 
SpW? Lb +%nd c:vn us R3n + 2 in case n 1’s odd or p = 2), rend these 
dimensions for the euctadeun space are best possible. 
Th_e~ results were later taken up and clonsiderably extended by Kister 
and Nagln [RI 81, who determined the minimal dimension of the euclid- 
ean space ic the case where G is a compaot abelian Lie group with a 
finite number of distinct isotropy subgroups and M is locally compact, 
~rnd irr *the case where G is finite abelian and M is an arbitrary finite& 
mensional separable metric space. 
In [?%I, De Groat considered topoiogical transformation groups (G, M), 
where M is an arbitrary metric space and G is compact. He showed that 
iG that case k, can be taken to be a real Hilbert space, while one can con- 
struct Q, in such a way that ti1 linearized maps @f(g) are unitary. In the 
same paper, he also constructed auniversal linearization in the much 
more general case of a completely regular space M of given weight ttt and 
a semigroup G of continuous elf-maps of M; in this case, naturally, L 
will no longer be metrizable and is in fact taken to be the topological 
product of ttt copies of the reals. De Groat also proved (but never pu- 
blished) the following result: 
For every transfinite cardinal number ut there exists a denumerable 
group I’ of linear autuhomeomorphisms of the rewJ Hilbert space L of 
weight nn which is universal for al! transformation groups (G, M), with 
jt;l a metric space of weight I< ttt and G countable. 
This means that for each such (G, M) there exist a topological embed- 
ding r : M + L and an isomorphism 9p of G into the group GL(L) of all 
invertible bounded operators of L such that not only diagram (*) com- 
mutes, for ealzh g E G, but moreover @(G) = (Qs : @ = TI TM for some 
TE A}. HisI construction was considerably extended by Baayen in his 
thesis [VIII. 
These extended results dre treated in the joint paper [73]. Let G be 
a locally corn 179~~ L AU& group. A weight function on G is a positive real-v;ilued 
function ~OIII G with the following properties: 
(i) f(e) :s I, where E is the unit element of G; 
(ii) f is square-summable with respect o Haar measure in G; 
(iii) sup {f(+,f(yy&l: +y E G) < 00 for every y. E G. 
In 673 1, a group is called a W-group if it is locally compact and admits 
a weight function. The main result of [73] now is contained in the fol- 
lowing theorem : 
Let G be Q topologicul transformation group acting on a metrizable 
spuce M. If G is (d continuous homomorphic image of a -group, its ac- 
tion c2n be linearized in a real Hilbcrt space H. 
One may take H such as to have the same weight as M, except when 
Il4 is finite. (There are additional results on universal hnearizations, and 
also on linearization of transformation semigroups), 
Subsequently, Paalman-de Miranda [R24] showed that the class 
of W-groups coincides with the class of all g-compact, locally compact 
groups. Also, Baayen proved that the isomorphism eP of G into the group 
GL(L), constructed in [ 731, is always an open map and sometimes a to= 
pological one (e.g., if G is compact), provided one supplies GL(H) lwit;i 
the strong opzsator topology. These results were combined by De Vries 
[M], who rounded off the above results to the following: 
Let 67 be a o-compact, locci!lZy compact group, acting as a topologiwl 
transformation group on a metrizable space M; then there exist,a topo- 
togicul embedding r of Ill into a real Hilbert space H, and a topological 
isomorphism Qi : @ + GL(H), such that the diagram ($1 commutes for 
each g E G. 
2.6. In [64], De Groot investigated a certain aspect of the structure of 
Hausdorff spaces by examining the cardinality of discrete subspaces. Be- 
sides the well-known concepts of the weight w (= the smallest cardinal 
of an open base) and the density d (= the smallest cardinal of a dense 
su!>set), he introduced the height h and the spread s of a topological 
space. The height is defined as follows. A tower T is a well-ordered 
strictly decreasing sequence lf non-empty closed subsets of the space; 
the cardinal ITI of T is called the length of T. The height then is the 
supremum of all cardinals which are the length of a tower in the space. 
The spread is the supremum of all cardinalities of (not necessarily closed) 
discrete subspaces. 
Besides ome elementary inequalities, De Groot proved, among other 
things, the folIowing main results (where exp III stands for 2”‘): 
If X is a Huusdorff space, then h < 1X1< exp h and s G 1 XI G 
exp exp exp s, If X is regular, the last inequality may be sharpcwed to 
s< iXi< expexps. 
Approximately at the same time, similar results (for completely regu- 
lar spaces) were obtained by Isbell [ Rl4]. 
Since the appearance of thle paper under discussion, this area hlas at- 
tracted new interest of several mathematicians. A very good source of 
information is the book of Juln6sz [ Rl6]. 
In addition to what we remarked in section 2.2, in this case, too, we 
come acr#Dss something which. in a certain sense was typical for 
So to speak he was often piesent at the beginning of new ~n~esti~~ations 
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(frequently his work meant a new impulre); then his attention switched, 
and the fM.her developments were left to others. 
2.7. The very 5..st paper of De Groat deals with a subject from algebra 
[ I]. In it he proved the following results. Let F be an infinite field, 
Rq, ‘**t xn) a purely transcendental field extension, and j% F(x,, . . . . x~). 
Let @k be the maximum of the degrees oft in the enumerator and in 
the denominator of a reduced representation of t’he rationai function f. 
ThWC 
If 8 E F(q 9 l ‘*Y xn) is algebraic over Fcp of degree d, then d divides 
the greutcst cormmn divisor of d1 y . . . . d,. 1~ particular, if th,!s g. cd. is 
1, then g E F(f). 
With one exception, the other papers of De Groat devoted complete- 
ly to algebra deal with group theory. The exception is [38], where he 
and Dwinger study infinite operations in modular lattices. 
Passing over the short note 1223, we now come to the papers [29] 
and [ 391. In these papers, the size of free subgroups of the orthogonal 
group C$l) (n > 3) is studied. This problem came to interest De Croat 
through his work (toget!her with Dekker) on (Banach-Tarski-like) piara- 
doxical decompositions of the sphere ([30,40] ; see also Dekker’s the- 
sis [II], &d .section 2.3 ‘above) where these groups play a fundamental 
role. Hausdorff has shovn (using the axiom of choice) in 19 14 that there 
exists a free subgroup w: th two free generators; on the other hand, it is 
clear that the number of free generators cannot exceed c 9 the power of 
the continuum. De Groat prove,d that free subgroups of O(n) with c free 
generatdrti exist. IIis proof in [29] depends heavily on the axiom of 
choice; in [ 39 ] he gives a completely constructive proof, using von 
NeumzrnJs continuous r”amily of algebraically independent transcendental 
numbers to exhibit such groups explicitly. Only after completion of 
[39] hlz learned that the main result had already been obtained by 
Sierpiii.ski [ R27]. However, S&-pi&&i’s proof uses the result of Hausdorff 
and herlce depends on the axiom of choice, while De Groat’s construc- 
tion in r[39] does not. 
Another problem that had De Groat’s interest is the following: 
Calling two groups equivalent if each is isomorphic with a subgroup 
of the other, what extra conditions on equivalent abel.ian groups imply 
that the groups themselves are isomorphic? 
Explicitly, let 6, G’, AV and H’ be abelian groups, G == G’, H C= M’, 
while C’ is a subgroup of H, and H’ is a subgroup of G. In [44], the fol- 
lowing theorems are proved : 
(I) [f 6’ is a direct summand of H, and E?’ is a direct summa& of G!, 
and if in G the sum of each ascending sequence of direct summrtflds again 
is a direct sflmmand, then G and H are isomix-pk. 
01) If G’ is a pure subgroup of H, and H’ is a pure subgroup of C, and 
if G has a base, then G - H. 
A third result of this type is obtained in [ 411: 
(III) If G’ is a pure subgroup of H, and H’ a’s a pure subgroup of 6, . 
and if G and H are completel’y decomposable, then G - H. 
A consequence of Theorem (I) is that equivalent complete abehan 
groups are always isomorphic and the same holds for equivalent additive 
groups of division rings, Furthermore, in [443 De Groot constrrycted in- 
decomposable abelian groups of arbitrary finite rank 72, and used them to 
show that there is a countable torsion-free abelian group G with a pure 
subgroup G’ such that G and (7 are equivalent but not isomorp!-tic. In
addition, [44 1 contalins auseful survey of other results and examples 
connected with equivalent groups. 
The construction of indecomposable abelian groups of arbitrary finite 
rank is taken up again in [433. (A closely related construction was used 
slightly earlier by Bog& [ RS ] .) Such groups h;jd been obtained by dif- 
terent methods at a much earlier date; e.g., Baer [ R4] proved that the 
auditive group of p-adic integers P is indecomposable, and that every 
pure subgroup of P is indecomposable as well (this latter property is 
called absolute& indecomposable). Hence there are absolutely indecom- 
posable abelian groups of continuous n,anlk. In I+‘! 3 1, De Groot gave a new 
proof of this fact, constructing effectively a subgroup of the additive group 
of real numbers with these properties (in this construction, he used once 
more von Neumann’s transcendental numbers). In effect, he achieved 
much more, proving the following results: 
(IV) There exists u family of 2’ indecomposable, but not absolutely 
indecomposable, abelian groups, which are different, in the strong sense, 
that none of these groups admits a non-trivial homomorphism into another 
one. Moreover, each of these groups has only the two trivial automorph- 
isms. 
(Note that all these groups must be distinct from Baer’s group, and 
cannot even be embedded isomorphically into it.) 
(V) There are indecomposable but not absolutely indecomposable 
to&on-free abelian groups for all ranks r satisfying 3 G r G c . 
(VI) TL “-.Y exist &csolutely indecomposable abeliun groups ofdenumer- 
able rank in which the automorphisms of all pure subgroups are trivial. 
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As a corollary of theorem (IV), De Groat proved that there is a family 
of 2’ subgroups of the additive group of real numbers uch that any two 
different groups of this family are equivalent but not isomorphic. 
Theorem (I) was later used by Hulanicki [ R12]land independently by 
Fuchs [ R11] (cf. also [ I31 01) to prove the existence of indecomposable 
abelian groups of rank greater than c; cf’. also Sasiada [ R26] _ 
De Groat, in [43], was the first to prove tbat there exist uncountable 
torsion-free abelian groups with automorphism group of order 2 (theo- 
rem (IV) above). In [ 5 I 1, examples are constructed of indecomposable 
torsion-free abelian groups of order nl with automorphism groups of r;frr- 
der 211’, whczre nl is any taansfinit? cardinal < c . 
Other pa.pers containing results on group theory are [ 52, 53, 601 and 
[63 3 ; howerrer, the main results of these papers belong to the field of 
topology (except in the case of f 52 ] )9 and partly they have been discus- 
sed above. 
As we remarked already above, in the last period of his life - roughly 
since 1962 - thti mathematical ctivities of De Groot were mainly de= 
voted to the creation of xw topological theories. 
In the first place, we should mention the concept of “cotopolo&’ 
which he introduced and developed (jointly with others) in a sequence 
of papers. Originating from the investigations in the area of cotopology, 
globally speaking two lines of research may be distinguished, in both of 
which the notion of a subbase plays a central and fundamental role. 
Firstly, there is a group of results where “linked systems” are used ex- 
tensively. As specimens we mention the characterization of complete 
regularity as a separation axiom, the theory of GA-compactifications and 
the theory of superextensions. Secondly, we mention the results concern- 
ing antispaces and compactness as an operator. 
2.8. Intrigued by the fact that topologically complete metrizable spaces 
on the one hand, anc’t iocally compact Eiausdotff spaces on the other 
hand, are &ire spaces, De G~oot set out to find a unifying concept. Of 
course, s;uch a unification bald been available for quite a time already, 
namely, tech completeness; however, an analysis of the standard proof 
of Ba irr*e ‘s theorem led e Groat first to another unification, the con- 
cept elf subcompactness [ 62:I, and then to a new theory: that of cots- 
pology i66y 82,831. 
A centred system S of open sets in a &-space X is called reg&zr if for 
every u E S there exists a P’ f S such that v c Q/. As defil:Td in [ 623, 
X is (CCUP f/r . .-&) strbcompuct if it has an open base 8 such that every 
(countable) regular centred system 5 c S has a non-empty intersection. 
De Groat proved that every locally compact Hausdorff space is sub- 
compact $aking for ?3 all open sets with compact closure), and that in a 
metrizab!_e space subcompactness and countable subcompactness are both 
equivaknt tcr tqd@cal completeness. Next, every (couqtably) subcom- 
pact regular ~pacr”‘ is a Bai:**: :qace. In fact, every subcompact regular 
space is an ~n=Ba; PSspace foe every infinite cardinal number 111, where a 
space-is called .IN -B&e if it is not the union of at most 111 closed sets none 
of which contains a non-empty intersection of less than rn open sets. As 
subcompactness i prcslb:rved under *Lopological products and unions, 
while any open continuous image. of an ItI -Bairc space is again nGaire, 
this leads to a great multitude of Baire spaces. 
De Groot was not satisfied with the notion of subcompactness because 
there was no analogue of Alexander’s lemma; he kept working on it, and 
gradually came to cocompactness and cospaces. In so*me of his earlier lec- 
tures on this subject, he used definitions which differ from the one fin- 
ally adopted in [ 661, [ 821 and [ 83 1) and which in some cases were used 
by other authors who came to work in this field, but his final choice 
amounts tc the following: 
A topological space X is called coce.mpact if there exists a family 13 of’ 
closed subsets’ of X satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) for every p E X and for every neighborhood U ofp~, there is a 
B E 8 with p E Int B and B c u, 
(ii) every centred subsystem of 8 has a non-empty intersection. 
More generally, a cotopology for X is a tagalogy on X generated by 
Gn open subbase {I;(\B : B E B}, where 5 is a family of closed subsets of 
X satisfying (i), and a coqxxe o f2 is obtained if the underlying set of X 
is furnished with a cotopology of A’. Now, if E is any topological proper- 
ty, X is called CO-E if it has a cospa.ce satisfying E. In case E is the proper- 
ty of being compact, we get a notion of cocompactness which reduces to 
the one defined previously, by Alexander’s subbase theorem. 
We need one more definition: A function f : X + Y is called cocoM- 
~UOUS if X and Y have cospaces *X and *Y, respectively, such that f con- 
sidered as a map from *X into *Y is continuoeas. 
on met&able spaces, cscompactness ~~i~ide~ with SU~CO 
and hence with topological completeness; dl lOCd.9 
spaces are cocompact, and every coconlpact space is 
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c~mpacfr~es is preserved under topological products and unions, and is 
inherited by open subspwes. 
There are many cocompact spaices which are not complete in the sense 
of tech (‘one easy example is the topological product of uncountably 
many copies of the real line, as it contains the space of rational numbers 
- which is not topolsgically complete - as a closed subset); Tall [R301 
has given an example in the other direction which shows that neither 
class of spaces is a subclass of the other. 
colopology -- - the theory of cospaces and of clocontilguous maps - 
was developkd ‘sy De Groat in close collaboration with Aarts and 
McDowell. Ws mention here some of the more interesting resuL.;s from 
[82] and [ 83 1. (Most of them are already contained in the seminar notes 
1661 l)
If *X is G cospace of X, then every compact set in 4kX is closed in ;%I, 
A separable metric space is cocompact if and only ifit is a coconti- 
nuous image of the Cantor discontinuum. 
The folio wing spaces all admit compact Hausdorff cospaces: all kally 
compact Hausdorff spaces; all rim-compact separable complete metric 
.rpaces (hence certainly all zero-dimensional separable complete metric 
spaces); all cocsntinuous images of compact Hausdorff spaces. 
A spa.ce is co-(locally compact) if and only if it is cocompaclt. 
We mention here also a theorem of Verbeek fR323: 
A Tj-space has a rninimul’ cotopology (which then at the same time 
is the smaikst cotopologj)) i-f and only if X is localr’y cornpact. 
An extensive study of cocompactifications was made by Aarts, who 
also studied relations between cocoimpactness and proximity spaces 
[Rl, R21. 
2.9. While developing their theory of cospaces, De Groat and Aarts found 
a characterization of complete regularity as a separation axiom [66, 671. 
When De Groot tried to s&ength%n their result, he hit on a technique 
that led to the theory of GA-comp#;lctifications and of superextensions. 
wz need seine defir$’ _ p:ms. 4 family of sets screens a pair of disjokt 
subsets A. B of X if its union is X vlhile each of its members meets at 
mos:. one of the sets& 6. Let a family S of subsets of X be called nor- 
ma! I vt7eakly normal) if for any two disjoint A, B E S there exists a sub- 
farnil :’ of S consisting of two elemtnts (of a fkite number of elements) 
sckee ruing A and B. ThLe family S is called regular (weakly regular) if for 
every s E X and every’ A E S such hat x $ A, there exists a s:lbfJmily 
of S consisting of two elej;nents (of a finite number of elements) screen- 
iing ix) and A. The family S is called T, if for each x E X, (x) = 
(i3’ES:xES). 
De Groot and Aarts proved the following two theorems: 
(I) If X has a base fur the closed sets which is normal and regular, 
then X is completely regular. 
(II) I$ X has a subbase S for the closed sets which is weakly normal 
and weakly regular, while moreover all finite intersections oj’menzbers 
of S belong to S, then X is completely reguhz 
Remark Under the additional assumption that S is a ring of se, 3, the 
char;acte:rization of theorem (I) had already been obtained by Frink [R:9]. 
In f661 F the problem is formulated whether theorem (II) could be 
proved without the assumption that S contains all finite intersections 
of its members. This problem was first solved iq the positive by Aarts in 
his thesis [IX], even under still weaker hypotheses, by use of proximity 
relations and corresponding compactiflcations. De Groot preferred to 
work via a Wallman-type compactification, and introduced maximal 
linked systems and superextensicnsin order to obtain a proof along 
these lines. 
Let S be a subbase for the closed sets in a Tr-space X such that S isI 
wleakly normal and T, (this is certainly the case if S is weakly normal 
and weakly regular). Then a compact Mausdorff space YASX, the super- 
extension of X relative to S, is defined as follows [ 74, 76, 78 ] : The ele- 
m.ents of XS X are the maximal inked subsystems of S (a family of sets 
is called linked if any two of them have a non-empty intersection). The 
topology of hSX is obtained by taking as a subbase for the closed sets 
the collection f{# $ E 4 E hSX): S E S}. 
The mapping p:X + XS X sending x E X onto {S: x E S E S} is easily 
seen 2 be a topological embedding. Let PSX be the closure of p[X] in 
Q.X iin genera1 PSX # XcX); &X is a Hausdorff compactification of 
X, called in [$4] the GA-knpactifkation of X relative to S. (These c:om- 
pactifications were first introduced in [75] in a slightly different way) 
As /3S X is a Hausdorff ‘compactification of X, it follows that X is ct~m- 
pletely regular. 
With regard to the notation PS X, it should be remarked that /3SX is 
the dSech---Stone compactification /3X of X in case S is the family 
zero-sets of X, and also if X is normal and S is the family of all h=losed 
subsets of X. 
It is pl;>ssible to ob X as a quotient spa 
compactification \VS 
[ 651. The main result of this paper, however, deals with spaces X in which 
the collection 6 of all connected closed subsets is ;! subbase for the closed 
sets (i.e., X is connectedly generated; cf. section 2.11 below). In that case, 
,QX is connectedly generated too, and if in addition C is weakly regular 
and weakly normal, then it is shown in [65 1 that PcX is locally connected. 
For a unifying trealtment of Wallman-type compactifications and super- 
extensions, see also the extensive paper of CMszar i[ R6]. Yan der Slot 
[ KS1 ] adopted De Groot’s methods of maximal inked systems to the 
study of realcompactness. 
Several properties of superextensions and of- extensions of continuous 
mappings over them are discussed in [ 741 and [ 781, but we will refrain 
from a further discussion of these properties here. Instead, we refer to 
the thesis of Vzrbeek [XII]. One very interesting unsolved problem, hcw- 
ever, should be me:ntioned: whether or not the spaces XG/ (where I stands 
for the real unit interval and G for the collection of alI closed subsets of -I) 
is homeomorphic to the Hilbert cube. (It has been shown that it is a con- 
tractible Peano continuum). De @root believed firmly that it is (“the 
answer is certainly yes;“, he writes in the introduction of [ 74]), but the 
problem seems to be difficult. 
2.110. One of the first things De Groat remarked about superextensions 
is that they are not only compact but even supercompact. That is, they 
have an open subbase S such that any cover of the space by elements of 
S contains a subcover consisting of two elertlents. A. subbase of a topolo- 
gical space with this property is called birzlzry. 
In [ 761, De Groat announced that all compact polyhedra are supercom 
pact, and conjectured that the same holds for all compact metric spaces. 
This conjecture was proved to be true by O’Connor [ R23]. 
Superconlpactness also plays a fundamental role in the results of the! 
joiwt paper of De Groot and Schnare [ 8:i]. Let an open subbase S of a 
space X be zalled tz~r~lpa&& if whenever X = So u S, = S, u S2, with 
& 6 S (i =: 0; 1, 2,), then either 5, c S, or S, C S,. Then the main re- 
sult of 1%; is the following theorem: 
A topological space X is homemnorphic to the topological product of 
to tally ordered compac6 spaces if and o&y if X is a T’, -space wilt!1 a com- 
purabk bimry subbase ,for the open sets. 
In this direction e Groot also obtained a truly remarkable characte- 
rization of the n-dimensional cubes P (to be published in [89]): 
A topolo&ul space X is kwneomorphic tc2 FM ifad only if X ha!s the 
foil0 wing pmperties : 
(i) X is T, ; 
(ii) X & connected; 
(iii) dim X = 2; 
(iv) X has a countable, comparable binary subbase. 
A charactetization of the Hilbert cube is obtained if condition (iii) k 
replaced by 
(iii* j X is infinite-dimensional 
2.11. The concept of a superextension can be used to represent compz ts?. 
metrizable spaces by means of graphs. If X is such a space, it is supercorc 
pact by O’Connor’s theorem and hence has a subbase S for the z1osed 4 
sets such that every linked subsystem of S has a non-empty intersection 
while, moreover, hsX is homeomorphic to X. Rwt XsX is completel!y 
determined by the intersection properties of the subbase S, and due to 
the special choice of S these intersection properties are determined by 
the l-skeleton of its nerve, that is, by the graph with the elements of S 
as its vertices and with a connection between A, B E S i:f and only if 
A n B + 9. Hence from this graph the space X can be reconstructed com- 
pletely, together with the subbase S. The last, as yet unpublished notes 
of De C%oot (mentioned at the end of the list of his publications) deal with 
these matters. 
2.12. There is a second line of research originating from the investigations 
in the area of cotopology. 
From [62] we quote the following result, referred to already above: 
ILet *X be a cospace of X. Then every compact set in *X is &sed in X. 
This theorem led to the concept of an antispace as introducad in [68]. 
(Proofs of the results i;l [ 681 are gi\;en in [ 791.) 
If X is a set and if G is a family of subsets G of X which is closed under 
finite unions and arbitrary inte-rsictions (and which covers X), then the 
pair T = (X, G) is called a mirwsspace with closed sets G. (In this con-t 
nection the intersection of an empty collection is given no meaning). Ob- 
serve that a minusspace isa topological spalce iii and only if X f~ G. 
Now, let X be a set, and let T_ = (X, G) and p = (X, C) be two minus- 
spaces with the foliowing property: the closed sets G f G of T,, are pre- 
cisely the compact sets of Ty and the closed sets C E C of are preci- 
sely the compact sets of T_. Then the pair (T_,, T+) is called an axz 
and T_ and ?“J are antispces (of each other). A minusspace is call 
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anllspace if it is an element of an antipair. Observe that the elements of 
an antipair determine ach other completely. 
In order to characterize those minusspaces which a 7;: antispaces - and 
the topological antispaces - two definitions. are apprc Fbriate. A subset S 
of a minusspace T_ is called squarecompact (relative t3 T_), if for every 
f.,mily {C& of compact subsets Car of 7” for which {IS’ n C,], is centred, 
the intersection of all S n C’& is non-empty. A topological space is called 
a c-space if the closed sets are exactly those sets for wIPjch the intersec- 
tion with every compact closed set is compact. (Among the Hausdorff 
spaces the c-spaces are precisely the k-spaces). Then we have the follow- 
ing theorem: 
A minusspgce is an antispace it‘ and only ij the closed sets coincide 
with the sqtuecompact sets; the topological antispaces are exactly the 
c-spaces. 
In this way for a vast tzlass of topological spaces a duality is set up be- 
tween a space and its antispace. If, for example, T is a Hausdorff c-space 
which is not compact, then T* is a compact T, -space; by sacrificing the 
Hausdorff property compactness i gaiqed. , 
In studying this phenomenon of antispaces, it turned out to be ne- 
cessary to investigate more closely the notson of compactness. This is 
done in [79]. 
Let x be a set and let 7 be a collection of subsets of X= A subset A of 
X is said to Iz;e compact relative to Z provided that for all J c 1 such 
that I u (A) is ceiltred, it is true that n4.J u {A}) # 8. (If I is a subbase 
of the closed sets of a topological space, then the collection of sets which 
are compact relative to 1 coincides with the family of the compact sub- 
sets of the space). The coirection of subsets of (x, 1) which are compact 
relative to I is denoted by ~7. Thus p is a function p : Dx + 2zx, called 
the compactness operator. For n > 1, the family p” I is defined incluc- 
tively by pjr :I= p(p n-1 1). The collection ~27 is precisely the collection 
of the squarecompact sets as defined above. 
Another operator which is important in this context is defined as fol- 
lows. Let X be a set, and let Z be a family of subsets of X. Then T? will 
deqote the family of all intersections of finite unions of members of 1. 
Thus ‘y is a function y : 2;lx + 2zx, called the space-generatin, operator. 
Again yn can be defined inductively, but obviously 7” = 7 (n 3 1). 
Clearly (X, “y ?) is a minusspace (provided X is coverecl). In general 
(x, G> is TV minusspace precisely when (Gcovers X and) *jfG = G. 
‘Various relationships betweerl p and y are investigated. 
the following: 
ii) p2 = p4, rp2 = ,J?. 
Together with the theorem (referred to already previously) that (X, rG) is 
an antispace if and only if the closed sets coincide with the squatrecom- 
pact sets (i.e., G =: p2 G), it followsfrom these equalities that for every 
1 C 25 (X, p* 1) is an antispace. 
(ii) p7 = p. 
This is in fact Alexander’s ubbase theorem. A substantial strengthexling 
of this theorem can be found in [72] and in Wattel’s thesis [XI], where 
it is: shown that p? = py(l w ~21)~ 
2.13. In this same line of i&as fits the paner [ 771 on connected,y gener- 
atecl spaces. 
Llet T = (X, G) be a topological space, where @ denotes the collection 
of all closed subsets of X. Let F be the subcollection of G consisting of 
conrmected closed sets. If F is considered as a subbase for closed sets, then 
a nerw topology is introduced in X. The resulting topological space is de- 
noted by aT. The operator u may again be applied to the space cop, it is 
shown, however, that 02 T = aT, briefly 02 = Q. A topological space is 
called connectedly generated (c.g.) if and only if oT = T. It is shown that 
the c.g. spaces are precisely the semi-locally connected spaces. 
Via the notion of a (T2, regular or normal) screening, separation pro- 
perties (in terms of the generating closecl base) are investigated, and the 
notion of Ti-c.g. (i = 2, 3, 3$) is introdr4J:ed. 
Among the theorems proved are the following: 
(I) A continuum is e.g. iff it is fuUj decompo;rable. 
(This appeared to be a corollary to a result of Jones [R15]. 
(II) For (zg. spaces T, the following are equivalent: 
(i) T is regular and locally connected; 
(ii) T is Ts-c.g 
II) The product of a non-degenerate connected e.g. space and a con- 
nected space is c.g. 
(IV) The suspe&on of any topoZogica1 space is a e.g. space. 
2.14. We conclude with mentioning De Croot’s interest in manifold theory 
and infinite-dimensional topology, as appears from his papers [ SOly [ 8 I 1) 
[88] an& [89]. 
One important and striking result obtained by him in these fields; hiis 
already been discussed above (see section 2.10), nam 
char=acterization of rz-cells and the Hilbert cube. De 
geometric haracterizations of the Hilbert cube belco 
only frotn this theorem but also from his int 
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HiIbert cube is the only homogeneous compacturn homeomorphic to its 
own cone, EIis conjecture that the Hilbe3 cube is the superextenlsion 
[with regard to the subbase of all closed subsets) of the unit segnl~znt I 
has already been discussed in section 29. 
3, The fruitfulness of the ideas of de Groat and his inspiring pe~~z_mality 
brought with them that he always was surrounded by students. 
Again and again, he saw new possibilities for mathematical r~~;::;rt: arch. 
I-Ie never kept his ideas for himself, but let his collaborators try ~izeir 
hands at them. As a consequence, in his vicinity students really qr”lorked 
hard. Conversely, he always was interested in the ideas of other:%, His 
criticism then was without exception both to the point and kigki I This 
made working under his guidance instructive and pleasant at t!l;_i: sam.e 
time. His stimulating interest in their work and his continuous CI’icour- 
agement resulted in several publications of his students (some ~4 the:m 
jointly with him). 
Under the supervision of De Groot, 12 doctoral theses were ‘%L ritten. 
It may have been characteristic of his personality that De t;;r{i3ot quite 
naturally and wholeheartedly accepted his former students a~ !i’&fledged 
colleagues as soon as they started to w(;rk. independently. 
De Groat hadscientific and personal. contacts with topolo@& all over 
the world. Many of theAm he invited tti Amsterdam. Thanks \.cQ~ Ks con- 
tacts, also several of his students were enabled to ,:;pend sosw ailme at 
mathematical institutes abroad. In this way he introduced them into1 the 
international mdtlzematical community, which he consider& glr~ be one 
of his duties. 
To everyone who has known De Grout it goes without s;a~~~ikPg that he 
always hada great (and if need arose active) interest in the ~~zsonal cir- 
cumstances of his colleagues and his students. 
4. The foundation of this journal - of which he was one !:~jf the orgirm 
tors - was the ftifilmeat of a long-existing wish of .Iohann\7,:ii dieGsooit. 
It was his conviction that the community of general-topo!C.r:~;l~~sts badly 
needed such a journal, and also that it should be a really Mrnational 
one; this is also reflected by the (truly international) char::i!;.:i:er of the 
board of this journal. In this certainly became apparent his L:,pinion that 
a platform dc-Loted to direct communication between tol:~;nll/c.~~gists is iin- 
dispensable for the progress of topology. 
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